CERTIFICATION
DECLARATION OF SOLE SOURCE

I, Jody Mickey of Whitebox Learning declare and certify that the below listed products are sole source in nature, in that they may be obtained from only one commercial source.

and;

that my firm Whitebox Learning, as the original provider or the sole exclusive regional franchised representative of the producer is the sole source of the specific product quoted upon (see below)

and;

to the best of my knowledge this product is unique, and none exists having its feature of design, function, artistic or performance intent

and;

that any contract to purchase items from my firm based solely on this Declaration is executory in the event this declaration is later found to be without substance.

List here: Those products to which your declaration applies by the appropriate item number as it appears in this quote document.

WL1036—WHITE BOX LEARNING, FULL SUITE

WL1010-Whitebox Complete STEM

____________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

Date: 9/21/2021